Welcome to Confirmation Level I!

Below is a checklist of all the paperwork enclosed. The Certificate to Serve as a Sponsor for is due May 3, 2020 or before. **The candidate will not be able to register for Confirmation Level II if this form is not completely filled out and turned in.** Please see below for other deadlines.

**Forms Which Have Deadlines:**

- ___ Confirmation Form (May 3, 2020 or before)
- ___ Certificate to Serve as a Sponsor (see above – please read the form)
- ___ Choosing Your Confirmation Name (**two-sided form**) (May 3, 2020)
- ___ Confirmation Service Hours form (**see reverse side of form**) (May 3, 2020)
- ___ Confirmation Petition to Pastor Template (When in Level II)

**Important Information:**

- ___ Mass Participation Letter
- ___ Confirmation Curriculum Overview
- ___ Confirmation Calendar (on blue-colored paper)
- ___ Me and My Family Calendar (on light green-colored paper)
- ___ Dress Code and Good Etiquette
- ___ Catholic Update regarding Godparents and Sponsors